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Technical Updates: Update to latest available version (Q2 to Q4, includes Q4 CU1 and CU2 update.)
Update Description: Various minor bugs/Issues fixed and support provided for measures resolved in Q4 2018, and inclusive of Cumulative Update #1, #2. Left Menu Fix for Low-Resolution Classroom Terminals has been included.
Support: Admin: https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Learn/Administrator/Hosting/Release_Notes

HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES/FIXES

KEY FIXES
- Students Receive Error Viewing Assessments - Article #49797
- Number of Attempts does not save with Firefox and Mac OS - Article #47366
- Error Accessing Needs Grading Page after Deleting Group with Attempts - Article #49472
- Discrepancy Between Total Number of Hits in Access/Content and Access/Date Sections of the All User Activity Inside Content Areas Course Report - Article #45862
- Last Login Date not Updated for some Users - Article #48600
- Problem Fetching Courses by Category PK1 with WebService - Article #49427
- Course Performance Report does not Include All Tests - Article #49420
- Discrepancy Between Rubric Totals and Scores Reported to Grade Center - Article #49775
- ActiveMQ Breaks after SaaS Upgrade - Article #49764
- Editing Quick Learner Feedback Assignment Attachments Results in Broken Link - Article #49598
- Grade Journey Cross Listed Courses Optional Data Extraction - Article #49804
- Change Child Course Feature does not Function - Article #49218
- Relative Links within Flash Content appear to be broken - Article #49590
- Customized language pack moves comma separator two places to the right when adding grades to discussion boards - Article #49588
- Update Matches By Name for Grades Journey Causes Error - Article #48841
- Portfolio Assignment Converted to ZIP for Download only in Assignment Tool Post - Article #49511
- Users get TypeError: jsonBook.customViewIds is Undefined Error when Opening Full Grade Center in Courses - Article #48804
- View Statistics Report not Displaying Individual User Data - Article #48520
- The Ally issue previously reported in Q4 2018 Cumulative Update 1 resulting in stream service interruptions due to Amazon Web Service credentials expiring too often has been resolved.
- Deleting all Users not Enrolled in any Courses Deletes Every User on the System - Article #50043
- SAML Max Age Property does not Support Azure - Article #49667
- GdprExport Command Includes Group Submission Files for All Students - Article #49918
- Calculated Formula Question Marked Incorrect Despite Matching the Correct Answer - Article #47127
- Legacy Content with Backslash in Folder Path Causes Restore Errors - Article #49836
• Course Content Folder Structure is not Preserved when Uploaded to a Different Course - Article #49162
• Course ID Link Broken in User Enrollment Page on Firefox - Article #49941
• Course Menu Background and Text Color Revert After Setting to Default - Article #50064
• Error when Grading Group Attempt - Article #49733
• Excess Database Loads Due to Discussion Board Activity - Article #48717
• Course Coverage Report Color Key does not Match Graphs - Article #40283
• Portfolio Link to Assignment left in PRTFL_TPLT_USAGE Table After Assignment is Deleted - Article #40893
• Grades Journey Column Status Changes Unexpectedly after Scheduled Task - Article #49834
• Grades Journey Approval Work Flow for Merged Courses When Provision Enabled - Article #49835
• Retention Center EWS Refresh All Rules Job Running at an Incorrect Time - Article #39485
• Content Collection Permissions are not Immediately Given on Quick Enroll - Article #49813
• Administrators Cannot see Announcements in Unavailable Courses - Article #48200
• Invisible MS Word Markup Inserts form Tags in VTBE - Article #49864
• When Choosing View Evaluations on a Self and Peer Evaluation No Items Found is Displayed and an Error is Thrown in the Logs - Article #49599
• Receive 500 Error when Using REST API to Accessing Content Containing an LTI Element - Article #49803
• Institutional Hierarchy Association plus LTI Tool Placement can cause Course Menu Failure - Article #48682
• Bb Learn 2012 Theme with Browser Width 1024 or Smaller Missing Collapse Menu - Article #49583
• Error when Viewing Discussion Board Posts - Article #49876
• GdprExport Tool Skips User Course Files - Article #49925
• Grade Journey Gradable Discussion Board not Linking to Grade Column - Article #49886
• Intermittent Language Pack Issues - Article #49648

General Data Privacy Regulation (GDPR) User Report
• Blackboard is committed to protecting the privacy of all users. Due to changing regulations globally concerning use of data and privacy, including the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
• On the login page, we've added links to access the Blackboard privacy and data use statement, the Blackboard terms of use, and an optional privacy and data use statement from the institution have been added to the login page. In the Original experience, the links also appear in the login module and the settings area of My Blackboard. In the Blackboard and Blackboard Instructor mobile apps, the links are found in Settings and in the Terms of Use shown at login. This way, users can access important information about the use of their data and their privacy both before and after authentication.
• The Security Management: Cookie Disclosure Building Block, originally intended to address regulations in the European Privacy Data Directive, has been replaced by the Security Management: Data Use and Privacy Disclosure Building Block. This Building Block is part of the core system and can't be disabled or removed.
• The Security Management: Data Use and Privacy Disclosure settings page allows an administrator to define a web link to institutional statements about data use and privacy. An administrator could also store such a statement in the Content Collection as a public file and link to it.
• The User Report now includes Activity Log and Attendance data.

Accessibility
• Skip links, which make it easier for users of assistive technologies to navigate the structure of pages, now work more consistently across tool areas in the system.